FUTURE TRACK TUBE 22'-2"

ROOF LENGTH 22'-6"

18'-3"

10'-3"

8'-0"

36"

TO 42"

42" STAKES

FUTURE BASE

ROOF RATCHET

TENSION STRAP

LEG, FUTURE TUBE OR FUTURE TRACK TUBE

STANDARD CUT 7'-8" FOR 8' LEG

EAVE CONNECTOR

GABLE END CORNER

STD. BRACE BAR

RAFTER - FUTURE TRACK TUBE (22'-2"

SUPER ROYAL CROWN TRACK

GABLE END UPRIGHT

FUTURE TUBE

MID SECTIONS

3/8" BAIL PINS

CABLE LOCATION MID ARCHES

BRACE BAR

MID RAFTERS

GABLE END - EAVE CONNECTOR

GABLE EAVE TUBE 19'-1"

GUYS STRAPS FOR HIGH WIND AREAS

NOTE! GABLE END LEG IS SHORTER BASE PLATE, FUTURE TRACK TUBE

18" EXTENDABLE, ADJUST FOR UNEVEN GROUND

BRACE BAR CLAMP

3/8" BAIL PINS

GABLE END LEG

FUTURE TUBE OR FUTURE TRACK TUBE

OUT 7'-2" FOR 8' LEG

CROSS SECTION 40' ARCH

40X100 Frame 24OCT14

QTY Part Number Description
2 TUBG-L GABLE CORNER BRACKET - LEFT
2 TUBG-R GABLE CORNER BRACKET - RIGHT
2 TUBGE GABLE END INTERMEDIATE BRACKET
10 TUB INTERMEDIATE BRACKET
5 TUBCL 9 WAY CROWN CLUSTER
2 TUSCLG 5 WAY GABLE CROWN CLUSTER
16 TUBASEADJ ADJUSTABLE BASE
4 TUBBC CORNER BRACE CONNECTOR
16 TUBPOLE LEG POLE
2 TU12POLES 10' SLIDING PERIMETER POLE
4 TU17POLES 15' SLIDING PERIMETER POLE
6 TU23POLES 20' SLIDING PERIMETER POLE
14 TU26POLE 40W KEDER RAFTER
1 TU11POLE 10' RIDGE POLE
2 TU12POLE 10' RIDGE POLE
3 TU13POLE 20' RIDGE POLE
2 TU14TOP40 GABLE END UPRIGHT - TOP HALF
4 TU22POLESG GABLE END PERIMETER POLE
4 TURT4015GG 40X15 ROOF TENSION CABLES
6 TURT4020GG 40X20 ROOF TENSION CABLES
5 TU40STGAL 40' SCISSOR TRUSS CABLES
19 TUBRECE SHORT BRACE BAR
16 TU2STRAPR TOP TIE DOWN STRAPS
48 TUE guy ropes
110 TTDDET 3/8 DETENT PINS
1 TUROPE40 PULL ROPES

40X100 15/20/10/20/20/15 CONFIGURATION